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magine radiation therapy that delivers maximum benefit, but
up to eight times faster than previously possible. That’s the
new RapidArc™ radiotherapy technology now available at

Trinitas Comprehensive Cancer Center.
Instead of the previous 20 to 30 minutes for radiation
treatment, RapidArc™ delivers a 360o, three-dimensional dose
of therapy in the time it takes to read this ad (about 90 seconds).
And because it is so precisely targeted, RapidArc actually
delivers less radiation and provides superior protection to
healthy tissue.
This is a major advance in radiation therapy. And it’s available
right here, right now. Beautiful.

That’s the beauty
of Trinitas.
TRINITAS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 225 Williamson St., Elizabeth, NJ 07207 • 908-994-8000 • www.TrinitasRMC.org
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Renal Services • School of Nursing • Senior Services • Sleep Disorders • Women’s Services • Wound Healing & Hyperbaric Medicine

“We look good on paper, too.”

NEI plants two new trees
for every ton of paper it uses.
See how our sustainability program
can work for your company.
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200 Clifton Blvd. Clifton NJ 07011
Tel: 973-745-0800 Fax: 973-745-0805
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President’s Message
Welcome to New Jersey’s newest health and lifestyle magazine,
EDGE.
Our new look provides us with a
launching pad for bigger, better,
brighter ideas. Our wider-ranging
stories and special sections will
keep you engaged, informed,
and surprised. This is the beginning of a very exciting time!

Se habla español

Focus on your well-being
with stress relief massage

EDGE explores and celebrates
the good life in New Jersey with a view that encompasses
health, wellness, beauty, creativity and community. Let us
be a source for this good life as we provide information to
you in a bold bi-monthly format that is both informative and
entertaining.
At Trinitas Regional Medical Center we believe that health
and wellness help open the door to all the world’s riches.
Enjoy this issue of EDGE and the ones that follow.
Sincerely,

The ultimate in relaxation!
114 Main Street
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(732) 636-0119
www.vitomazza.com
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Peace & Quiet

around Creole and Cajun cuisine, and the ability to offer it
to our customers. Those who have never tasted Creole and
Cajun food need only try it once to experience the richness
and depth of its ﬂavors.”
For the uninitiated (and the timid) there are some important differences between Chef Hoss’s menu offerings. Cajun cuisine takes a rustic approach to cooking, embracing
fresh, locally grown ingredients and simple preparations.
Onions, bell peppers and celery are the Holy Trinity.
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This style developed from the French-speaking Acadians
who were chased out of Canada following the French and
Indian War in the 18th century. They settled in Louisiana and
adapted their cooking to the local ingredients, i.e. anything
they could hook, net, gig or trap. Crawﬁsh were among the
more abundant resources, and today they play a starring
role on the Meyersville Inn menu.

by Marylou Morano

The most relaxing places in the world ............................ 8

Much of Creole cuisine relies on the onion-pepper-celery
combination, but from there it diverges signiﬁcantly from
Cajun. Creole is a Caribbean-inﬂuenced blend from the
food cultures of France, Spain and Africa. As a rule, the
French ﬂavors are more aristocratic than in Cajun fare.
Cajun food usually has a kick to it but, contrary to popular belief, an authentically prepared Cajun dish does not
involve eye-watering heat. Unless, of course, you speciﬁcally ask for it that way. If you’ve been to New Orleans and
still can’t remember which is which, Antoine’s is Creole and K-Paul’s (Paul Prudhomme) is Cajun.
Emeril does both.

Ragin’ Cajun

I

’ll be the ﬁrst to admit it. Dining out in New
Jersey can be an adventure. Pull up to the
Meyersville Inn in the Morris County hamlet
of Gillette and it’s hard to know what to expect. It has the look of a 19th century farmers
co-op, and indeed that’s what it once was. It
also could be a well-camouﬂaged wings and
pies joint. It’s not. Like so many restaurants
in the Garden State, the Inn offers an eclectic
mix of pub food, steaks, seafood and Italian
specialties. Unlike almost every other New
Jersey restaurant, it specializes in Cajun and
Creole cuisines.

The EDGE restaurant review................................... 20

This taste of the Bayou comes courtesy of

Chef Hoss, aka Houssain Elhady, an Egyptian-born culinary maestro who swapped his
mechanical engineering degree a few years
back for kitchen whites. Elhady learned the
art of Cajun and Creole cooking from the
previous owner, Dan Walker, a Louisiana native. Since then Chef Hoss—whose résumé
includes stints at some of the better restaurants in central New Jersey—has added a
few intriguing twists of his own for the Inn’s
new owners.

2/21/09 4:42:44 PM
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Four cornerstone vintages for a dream wine cellar ...... 22

Norma Kamali

The EDGE Interview

T

iming is everything. NORMA KAMALI knows a
thing or two about that.
She shook up Madison Avenue in the 60s, put the ﬁrst Pull Bikini on Christie Brinkley in the 70s,
pioneered fashion video in the 80s
and Internet shopping in the 90s. In
2008, Kamali launched what might
just be the best-timed fashion line
ever—a timelessly styled and budget-friendly collection for Wal-Mart.
Her Spring 09 offerings are right on
the money. Norma Kamali has always followed her own path. As this
chat with EDGE conﬁrms, she is at
her best when her plate is full...and
even better when it’s overﬂowing.

From an ambiance standpoint, The Meyersville Inn offers
a choice of two separate dining experiences. Those who
prefer a more intimate setting will ﬁnd the tavern, with its
subdued lighting, blazing ﬁreplace and generously stocked
bar a quiet retreat from a hectic workday. Here light, classic
pub food soothes and nourishes. Bayou-inspired specialties include authentic gumbo and a superb catﬁsh sandwich.
Those who prefer to dine in a livelier setting veer toward the
well-appointed dining room. Here a lighter, brighter, more
spirited atmosphere provides the setting for an upscale
but casual crowd, while the room’s décor pays homage to
the building’s colorful roots and history. The wide-ranging
menu includes chicken, steaks and seafood, the portions
are generous (hey, this is New Jersey, right?) and the wine
cellar is surprisingly good.
The Meyersville Inn isn’t exactly in the middle of nowhere,
but for many it’s a hike. What makes it worth the trip is
drifting down the Mississippi with Chef Hoss as your guide.
Bring your imagination and your appetite and prepare to
spend an evening on the Bayou.
Editor’s Note: The Meyersville Inn is located at 632
Meyersville Road in Gillette. (908) 647–6302.
Marylou Morano is a
freelance writer whose
articles appear in magazines and newspapers
around the state.

Elhady distinguishes himself
from other Cajun/Creole
chefs by making all of
the spices and rubs

“Creole and Cajun food isn’t as popular as
other cuisines, like, for example, Italian food,”
he says. “My culinary philosophy centers

EDGE_RaginCajun_v3.indd 20

Rack ‘Em Up

used at the Meyersville Inn from scratch. This, he believes,
adds to the authenticity of his food.
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EDGE: Are you as excited about Michelle Obama as others
in the fashion industry?
NK: I am. She is wearing affordable clothes. That is the best
fashion statement.
EDGE: In a tough economy, sometimes you have to eliminate a couple of pricey items from your shopping list. What
is the one thing a stylish consumer absolutely, positively
cannot do without?
NK: If she is stylish, she really has everything, and doesn’t
need anything else. However, styles at a price—and carefully chosen—can be a spirit-lifter. Anything expensive and
not timeless might make you feel guilty or irresponsible.
EDGE: Last year you designed the costumes for Twyla
Tharp’s ballet Rabbit and Rogue. What drew you to this
project?
NK: I had worked with Twyla Tharp on a number of different productions. One being The Upper Room. Twyla came
to me with the Rabbit and Rogue project as the evolution
to this classic piece. The Upper Room is such a success.
What drew me to this new project? It was the next wave of
The Upper Room.

Multi-tasker Norma Kamali ..................................... 48

EDGE: What part of this production inﬂuenced you most
during the conceptual process—the music, the movement,
a dancer, a character?
NK: The concept of dark to light. The speed of the music.
The type of music, ﬁlm music. The music inﬂuenced the
speed of the dance. Danny Elfman’s music came ﬁrst and
then these visual concepts. My concept for the costumes
was to take the dark to light by using black, then silver, then
white. I wanted to keep the color concept of silver from the
beginning to the end. Brad Fields’s lighting design used the
dark-to-light concept as well.
Photo by Evan Agostini/Getty Images; courtesy of Norma Kamali, Inc.
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Photo courtesy of American Ballet Theatre
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IT’S A GIFT!

Looking like a star is worth every penny .................... 51

by Christine Gibbs
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IT’S A GIFT!
by Christine Gibbs

GET A GRIP
OK all you interior design
divas, how do you work
this into your bathroom
remodel?
transitmuseumstore.com

LIGHTEN UP
TSUBOTA PEARL’s chic,
trendy and handy lighters
make matches obsolete.
mollaspace.com

It’s A Gift

SAY WHAT?
If you ever wished you could decode your
teenager’s text talk, then this website is
your new best friend.
NoSlang.com

CURVE APPEAL
Transform your post-it pad into a tower of
power with the MORPH PAD, a thousand sheets of twistable, hypnotic paper
created by Montreal designer Colin
Schleeh.
schleehdesign.com

Products with an EDGE ......................................... 54

WIN, PLACE OR THROW

ELEMENTS OF STYLE

ELEGANT LINENS’ Equestrian Throw is
made in Italy of 100% cashmere with a soft
suede border.
ElegantLinensPC.com

Increase creativity, reduce stress, purify
the air, accelerate healing and impress the
hell out of your friends with a ﬁre and water
tabletop fountain.
kineticfountains.com

I CAN SEE MY
HOUSE FROM HERE
What better way to experience New Jersey than from
really, really high in the air!
Finish off your ﬂight with a
champagne picnic for two!
aeronuts.com

CARPET DIEM
Seize the day with the three-dimensional FLYING CARPET, which
blurs the ﬁne line between furniture and ﬂoor covering. Photo by
Albert Font.
emiliandesign.com

BOBBLE ME BEAUTIFUL
Just nod if you adore the idea of a
one-of-a-kind bobblehead painstakingly
custom-crafted to match a friend, family
member or signiﬁcant other.
whoopassenterprises.com

Net Results

GREEN PEACE
Rest easy with the VIMALA SLEEP SYSTEM, a temperature-regulating, body-conforming mattress from Green
Sleep that’s free of toxic chemicals.
thenaturalsleepstore.com
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EDGE Images

TUNNEL VISION

COVER KIDS

This 1930s tin wind-up toy cost us slightly more than dinner and a
show in the city. Does the deluxe model have an E-Z Pass lane?
PRICE: $585.00

Mary and Richard Laux
of Berkeley Heights circa
1964. Where are they now?
PRICE: $9.00

SIGN OF THE TIMES

The Relaxapedic “Blanket Support” was made by
New Providence manufacturer Better Sleep, Inc.
PRICE: $24.00

Shooting Stars .......................................... 14

PUNCH CARD

Another tough guy from
Summit! Lightweight
champ Freddie Welsh
circa 1921.
PRICE: $15.00

Hollywood behind closed doors

REST STOP REDUX

There was a time when people
actually celebrated the Jersey
Turnpike. Yeesh!
PRICE: $32.00
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Facing page: LIZA MINNELLI relaxes between rehearsals (1968).
“Liza was making an appearance on a short-lived variety show
called That’s Life. I remember she had a 102 fever and was just trying to keep her strength.”

Stars
Shooting

EDGE: How does one become a celebrity photographer?
NBB: I was always intrigued by photography and was fascinated by the theater. I wrote my ﬁrst fan letter at the age
of nine and received many responses over the years. By
14, I was actually corresponding with several stars, including Joan Crawford, Marlene Dietrich, Gypsy Rose Lee and
June Havoc. I was always a talented writer! I grew up in
Asbury Park and Interlaken during the 1940s and 50s, so
my parents were able to take me into the city to see Broadway shows. Afterwards I would wait outside the stage door
with my camera. During the 1950s there was a summer
theater nearby called the Neptune Music Circus. It was on
Jumping Brook Road. Major musical comedy stars would
come down and perform in shows. That is when I was really bitten by the bug.
EDGE: One of your celebrity pen pals was Bette Davis.
NBB: Yes and around the age of 15 she invited me to visit
with her in New York. I became friends with Bette. She
said she considered me her third daughter. She talked my
mother into letting me study acting in New York while I was
in high school. Then she was instrumental in getting me

Healthy EDGE

BETTE DAVIS decompresses (1960). “I was staying overnight at the
townhouse Bette rented in New York. She was always cooking and
cleaning; there were never servants. The next morning she made
breakfast for me and her daughter, B.D.”

Special sleep section

EDGE_contents_v2.indd 7

T

his may seem impossible to star-gazers today,
but there was actually a time in the not-too-distant past when celebrities and celebrity photographers were on the same page. In this magical prepaparazzi era, the top photojournalists were not just tolerated. They were courted. And in a few exceptional cases,
they were brought into the inner circle as trusted friends.

All photos from the collection of NANCY BARR-BRANDON

EDGE_Hollywood_v2.indd 14
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EDGE: When did you move behind the camera for good?
NBB: In 1962 I was studying acting at the HB Studio, with
Uta Hagen. Liza Minnelli was a student there also. After
watching her act in a student play I told Bette Davis, “I just
saw the work of someone you watched grow up. She has
that magic something....she will be a big star.” By this time
the camera was more intriguing to me than the stage. So I
made the switch, much to Bette Davis’s dismay.
EDGE: You were close with Judy Garland. Did this relationship begin through Liza?
NBB: No I became friendly with her exclusive of Liza. When
Liza was a teenager she was very suspicious. She resented comparisons with her mother and worried that people
were trying to get to Judy through her. It was only later
that Liza gradually found out—but tested me to be assured
that my greatest allegiance was to her! I often took care of
Judy’s younger kids, Lorna and Joe. There wasn’t a lot of
stability for the children. I tried to provide some of that. As
well as clothes, toys, outings, etc.
EDGE: Was there a favorite moment you shared with Judy
Garland?

EDGE: What was the
business like when you
got into it during the
1960s?

New Jersey photographer Nancy Barr-Brandon counts herself among those fortunate few. Whatever it was that Hollywood megastars were looking for, she had it. Talent. Kindness. Character. Class. These were her tickets into a world
that today’s shutterbugs can only dream about.

3/6/09 4:56:03 PM
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into the Pasadena Playhouse College of Theatre Arts in
1960.

NBB: Yes, at the Palace
in 1967. She was preparing for yet another
comeback. She asked
me to do the lighting
walk-through for the
crew. I got to walk the
Palace stage and pretend I was Judy! She sat
in the front row with her
feet up, making faces
at me as I did the walkthrough with Lorna and
Joe, who were in the
show.
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Perchance to Dream .................................... 25
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NBB: Totally different
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Peace
Quiet
Desperately Seeking Solitude
by Linda McK. Stewart

“I

love tranquil solitude...” Shelley, the ill-starred poet, he of the golden
pen, knew the true value of solitude. And so do we. All around, we see
the vaunted worth of the priceless melt away. The most highly prized
dwindles, fades into the commonplace. But solitude eludes the calipers of ordinary measure. Not easily found today. How much more difﬁcult
tomorrow? Solitude. Such a luxury. No, the new luxury. It’s the exclusive
reserve of the wealthy...or the ingenious. Presented in these pages, still
spared the encroachment of progress, crowds and all manner of acclaim, is
a choice selection of refuges where Solitude is valued above all else.
Photo courtesy of Musha Cay

EDGE_PeaceQuiet_v2.indd 8
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Musha Cay
David Copperﬁeld, who just happens to be the owner of
Musha Cay in the Bahamas, modestly calls his island,
“the most beautiful place on the globe.” Not for anyone
who wants to rough it. Rather a refuge for anyone who
unashamedly wants to be spoiled. The island is staffed
by gentle folk whose pleasure it is to see that you are
content, content, content...morning to night. To be left
in peace. Swim in the free-form beachside pool or ﬂoat
the day away in the calm of the Caribbean. Take a turn
at wind-surﬁng, a spell of snorkeling, tennis on a ﬂood-lit
court. Picnic on a different beach every day. While you’re

EDGE_PeaceQuiet_v2.indd 9

in residence, you’re the supreme command. You can rule
your kingdom in solitary splendor or share it with up to
a dozen forever-grateful friends. Your modest housing is
Highview, a manor house of 10,000 square feet, rimmed
by mahogany decks with views of the far rim of the world.
Travel to and from Musha Cay is via the island’s Twin Otter aircraft, transport deemed more than satisfactory by
the likes of Robin Williams, Oprah Winfrey, Tim McGraw
and....oh why go on and on. Isn’t it enough to promise
that on Musha Cay you will be….well, let’s just say: Content.

3/9/09 9:07:17 PM
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Photo by Erico Hiller

Peace
Quiet

Lamu
One of seven islands lying just off the east African coast.
Today its political allegiance is to Kenya. Its cultural allegiance, however, is to the 15th century, when Arab traders sailed the seas unmolested and wealthy beyond all
imagining. Their ways are here preserved. Revered. Life in
these narrow, crooked streets moves no faster than a donkey’s pace...the same donkeys that still carry water jugs
from well to dwelling. The beaches, called shela, are broad.

EDGE_PeaceQuiet_v2.indd 10

White. Empty. The sea is limpid. Stay in a guest house,
reserved for you alone. Barefoot girls, veiled in white linen,
place baskets of mango and papaya on the doorstep at
dawn. Feast by moonlight on the catch brought fresh from
the sea by ﬁshermen sailing the dhows built by their fathers
and grandfathers. Each day is chanted into wakefulness by
the imam high atop the ancient mosque. Here Swahili is
the spoken word. Karibu. Welcome…welcome to Lamu.

3/9/09 9:07:20 PM
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Canoe Bay
Solitude, serenity, sylvan quiet. Enshrined deep in the Wisconsin woodlands, Canoe Bay
is situated on the edge of deep, glacier-formed Lake Wahdoon. Nature provides the setting. Frank Lloyd Wright provided the inspiration by which this one-of-a-kind resort takes
architectural shape. Rattenbury Cottage is hidden away on a 280-acre property. Designed
by one of Wright’s most astute devotees, it features the open-air layout that characterizes
so much of the Great Master’s creations. A large living room with soaring ceilings, polished
wood paneling and massive stone ﬁreplace...king-bedded sleeping space, huge bathroom
with two-person whirlpool spa, gleaming white oak ﬂoors, broad cantilevered deck with
unimpeded lake vista...it all adds up to privacy, promised and delivered. No motor boats or
jet skis disturb the lake’s tranquility. The fully equipped boathouse is at your disposal complete with kayak, canoe, paddles. The gourmet picnic basket is only a phone call away. Dine
in the cottage, on its deck, or if you prefer, in Canoe Bay’s glass-enclosed lakeside dining
room. Under the star-studded night skies, the call of the loons is unchanged since primeval
times.

EDGE_PeaceQuiet_v2.indd 11
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Iles de la Madeleine
Adrift in Quebec’s Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Iles
de la Madeleine (aka Magdalen Islands) form
an archipelago some 65 miles long, bent like a
ﬁshhook...a dozen islands, home to the Acadians. Longfellow immortalized the Acadians with
his well-beloved poem, “Evangeline.” But Longfellow’s Acadians ﬂed the tyranny of Britain to settle
in Louisiana. He said not a word about those who
eschewed Louisiana in favor of staying in what Canadians affectionately term “the Maggies.” Theirs
is a unique community....sea-faring, song-loving,
proud of their heritage. Hospitable to visitors,
perhaps because so few ﬁnd their way to these
charming wave-washed specks of land. Red cliffs,
green hills and golden beaches. A meterological
quirk assures mild winters, warm autumns, gentle
summers. The people have lovingly preserved the
French of yesteryear...musical in its cadences, well
suited to a pace of life unmatched in the world beyond the horizon. Here life is governed by tide and
wind, by surf and wave.
Once a true convent, today the Domaine du Vieux
Couvent receives no more than a handful of visitors
at a time. Each is settled into comfortable suites,
tucked between a lighthouse and a working ﬁshing pier. Walk the beaches in peace. Consort with
seals and dolphins. Ship out to sea for the day
with a pecheur who will gladly take you aboard.
Feast by candlelight on freshly hauled lobster and
crab...on greens grown right here in island gardens. A glass of vin ordinaire in the local café. A
lesson in surf casting taught by the great-greatgrandson of an islander who cast into these very
waters a century and a half ago. Pack a sweater,
sunglasses, bathing suit. Leave behind your watch
and calendar, your laptop, your cell phone. Time
in the Maggies is unrelated to the time you leave
behind at home.
Photo courtesy of Iles de la Madeleine
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Cabo Velas

&

Peace
Quiet

On the dry breezy coast of the Guanacaste region of Costa
Rica, just north of the town of Tamarindo, that’s where you’ll
ﬁnd Cabo Velas. A traditional working ranch, complete with
livestock and tropical orchards sprawled over 1700 acres on
a secluded seaside peninsula. Yours and only yours. A week?
A month? Whatever. No other guest sets foot on those 1700
acres while you’re in residence. Your life unwinds in a thatched
rancho. Your large bedroom and separate dressing room open
onto a beachfront verandah. Shower indoors or out. Upstairs...a
second slightly smaller suite. A guest or guests? It’s your say.
Swim on any of ﬁve…yes, ﬁve…beaches, each secluded by
seagrape, hibiscus and palms. Snorkeling, diving, kayaking?
Of course. Or perhaps a ride before breakfast along a Paciﬁc
beachfront. Dine in the Rancho Principal, a screen-surrounded
dining room, edged by a two-level terrace and beyond....the
salty deep. White water rafting, golf, tennis, cycling...only 30
minutes away. But really, just staying put at Cabo Velas in the
heartland of Costa Rica will doubtless suit you very, very well.
Cabo Velas. Olé!

Photos courtesy of Cabo Velas

Editor’s Note: For more information on these properties, log
onto the following web sites: MUSHA CAY (mushacay.com);
CANOE BAY (canoebay.com); DOMAINE DU VIEUX COUVENT
(domaineduvieuxcouvent.com); LAMU (magicalkenya.com).
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Hollywood
Behind Closed Doors

T

his may seem impossible to star-gazers today,
but there was actually a time in the not-too-distant past when celebrities and celebrity photographers were on the same page. In this magical prepaparazzi era, the top photojournalists were not just tolerated. They were courted. And in a few exceptional cases,
they were brought into the inner circle as trusted friends.

All photos from the collection of NANCY BARR-BRANDON

EDGE_Hollywood_v2.indd 14

New Jersey photographer Nancy Barr-Brandon counts herself among those fortunate few. Whatever it was that Hollywood megastars were looking for, she had it. Talent. Kindness. Character. Class. These were her tickets into a world
that today’s shutterbugs can only dream about.

3/6/09 4:56:03 PM

Facing page: LIZA MINNELLI relaxes between rehearsals (1968).
“Liza was making an appearance on a short-lived variety show
called That’s Life. I remember she had a 102 fever and was just trying to keep her strength.”

EDGE: How does one become a celebrity photographer?
NBB: I was always intrigued by photography and was fascinated by the theater. I wrote my ﬁrst fan letter at the age
of nine and received many responses over the years. By
14, I was actually corresponding with several stars, including Joan Crawford, Marlene Dietrich, Gypsy Rose Lee and
June Havoc. I was always a talented writer! I grew up in
Asbury Park and Interlaken during the 1940s and 50s, so
my parents were able to take me into the city to see Broadway shows. Afterwards I would wait outside the stage door
with my camera. During the 1950s there was a summer
theater nearby called the Neptune Music Circus. It was on
Jumping Brook Road. Major musical comedy stars would
come down and perform in shows. That is when I was really bitten by the bug.
EDGE: One of your celebrity pen pals was Bette Davis.
NBB: Yes and around the age of 15 she invited me to visit
with her in New York. I became friends with Bette. She
said she considered me her third daughter. She talked my
mother into letting me study acting in New York while I was
in high school. Then she was instrumental in getting me
BETTE DAVIS decompresses (1960). “I was staying overnight at the
townhouse Bette rented in New York. She was always cooking and
cleaning; there were never servants. The next morning she made
breakfast for me and her daughter, B.D.”
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into the Pasadena Playhouse College of Theatre Arts in
1960.
EDGE: When did you move behind the camera for good?
NBB: In 1962 I was studying acting at the HB Studio, with
Uta Hagen. Liza Minnelli was a student there also. After
watching her act in a student play I told Bette Davis, “I just
saw the work of someone you watched grow up. She has
that magic something....she will be a big star.” By this time
the camera was more intriguing to me than the stage. So I
made the switch, much to Bette Davis’s dismay.
EDGE: You were close with Judy Garland. Did this relationship begin through Liza?
NBB: No I became friendly with her exclusive of Liza. When
Liza was a teenager she was very suspicious. She resented comparisons with her mother and worried that people
were trying to get to Judy through her. It was only later
that Liza gradually found out—but tested me to be assured
that my greatest allegiance was to her! I often took care of
Judy’s younger kids, Lorna and Joe. There wasn’t a lot of
stability for the children. I tried to provide some of that. As
well as clothes, toys, outings, etc.
EDGE: Was there a favorite moment you shared with Judy
Garland?
NBB: Yes, at the Palace
in 1967. She was preparing for yet another
comeback. She asked
me to do the lighting
walk-through for the
crew. I got to walk the
Palace stage and pretend I was Judy! She sat
in the front row with her
feet up, making faces
at me as I did the walkthrough with Lorna and
Joe, who were in the
show.
EDGE: What was the
business like when you
got into it during the
1960s?
NBB: Totally different
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than it is today. A press photographer felt included. You
ou
felt like someone who was needed, not a pariah, the
e
way you are today. For instance, I moved to L.A. and
d
got to know several celebrities very well. They opened
d
doors for me. I wrote Dolly Parton and we became
friends. She made me her unofﬁcial personal photographer. She was wonderful, witty, smart, funny, caring,
down-to-earth and generous. She took me to many
events, sometimes we traveled together, went to dinner together. I also did personal shopping for her.
EDGE: What did you have that the others didn’t?
NBB: I learned social graces from an early age. My
father was a prominent Shore attorney. My mother
owned a furniture store. They taught me to be a
good listener, a good conversationalist, helpful, honest, hard
mor.
working. Liza was the ﬁrst to bring out my sense of humor.
nge?
EDGE: When did the business begin to change?
NBB: Two things initiated the change in the business. The
murder of John Lennon and the shooting of Ronald Reagan
by obsessed fans. Because of these events, in the early

DOLLY PARTON catches a nap
(1978). “This shot was taken on her tour bus. I
traveled with her quite a bit. That was a different era. There
were no bodyguards and we often ﬂew coach. Dolly always
paid my way.”

LIZA MINNELLI and Nancy Barr-Brandon (1967) “This is a shot from Liza’s wedding to Peter Allen. Peter had a wonderful, outrageous sense of humor. I enjoyed
being with them. Peter didn’t want to get married; Liza pursued him for years.
Finally he gave in—and said Yes. Sadly, it was disastrous!”

EDGE_Hollywood_v2.indd 16

Nancy Barr-Brandon and JUDY GARLAND (1967)
“Judy and I talk at Liza’s wedding to Peter Allen.
Judy and I were extremely close.”

3/6/09 4:56:19 PM
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DOLLY PARTON and Nancy Barr-Brandon (1977).
“Dolly and I hurry through the streets of Philadelphia.
She was the ‘guest host’ on The Mike Douglas Show
that week.”

BETTE MIDLER (above)
with Melissa Manchester
(1975). “I accompanied
Bette to the Roxy in Hollywood, where Melissa
was doing a show.”
BETTE MIDLER (right)
at Korvette’s (1977). “She
was signing her new album at the New York department store.”

LIZA MINNELLI on set (1969). “I visited Liza
while she was ﬁlming The Sterile Cuckoo at
Hamilton College in New York. While I was
there they needed someone to double for her
for long shots. They used me because, from
a distance, we resembled each other. The
scene ended up on the cutting room ﬂoor.”

EDGE_Hollywood_v2.indd 17

BETTE MIDLER as
Janis Joplin (1979).
“Bette performs in The
Rose. I actually was in
this movie playing—what
else?—a photographer.”

3/6/09 4:56:35 PM
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1980s celebrities started to hire bodyguards. We called
them “goons.” They were incapable of distinguishing between the press, the fans and people who might actually do harm. They were physically abusive to everybody.
In response, many photographers got more physical,
pushy, defensive, competitive. It escalated and evolved
into what you have now, with people jumping fences
and hanging out of helicopters.
EDGE: You almost have to be an athlete to survive.
h,
NBB: You do. You have to be physically and mentally tough,
have a huge ego, be a private detective and pay off a lot of
spies! There are no ethics anymore. The only values today
ay
are money and prestige. The antithesis of myy
day.

BARBARA and FRANK SINATRA
(1976). “I took this photo at a charity golf event in
Palm Springs.”

Editor’s Note: Nancy Barr-Brandon headss
up the non-proﬁt Cat Assistance Network
(catrescue@monmouth.com), which provides
food, shelter, spaying, neutering and medical
care for homeless felines. Donations of food,
funds, and time are always welcome.

MATT DILLON and
BROOKE SHIELDS (1981). “I met Brooke in California when she was 14. Her mother, Teri, was very interested in good publicity
and she would call me for exclusive shoots. I shot a lot of Brooke’s birthday parties.
They were always very kind to me. They were lovely people and appreciated that I
would never submit anything unﬂattering for publication. They trusted me.”

JODIE FOSTER at Yale (1980). “It
had been a while since anyone had
photographed Jodie, so I went up to
New Haven and took these pictures
during a performance of Getting Out
in her freshman year. I wasn’t the
kind of person who would follow
her around campus. That wasn’t my
style. A few days later John Hinckley shot Ronald Reagan and Jodie
became a complete recluse.”

EDGE_Hollywood_v2.indd 18

Nancy Barr-Brandon
and BROOKE SHIELDS
(2004). “This photo was
taken on Christmas Day.
Brooke was appearing
in the Broadway revival
of Wonderful Town. We
remain friendly and see
each other once in a
while. She’ll also drop me
the occasional note.”

3/6/09 4:56:48 PM
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Ragin’ Cajun
The Meyersville Inn Spices Things Up for Spring
by Marylou Morano

I

’ll be the ﬁrst to admit it. Dining out in New
Jersey can be an adventure. Pull up to the
Meyersville Inn in the Morris County hamlet
of Gillette and it’s hard to know what to expect. It has the look of a 19th century farmers
co-op, and indeed that’s what it once was. It
also could be a well-camouﬂaged wings and
pies joint. It’s not. Like so many restaurants
in the Garden State, the Inn offers an eclectic
mix of pub food, steaks, seafood and Italian
specialties. Unlike almost every other New
Jersey restaurant, it specializes in Cajun and
Creole cuisines.
This taste of the Bayou comes courtesy of

EDGE_RaginCajun_v3.indd 20

Chef Hoss, aka Houssain Elhady, an Egyptian-born culinary maestro who swapped his
mechanical engineering degree a few years
back for kitchen whites. Elhady learned the
art of Cajun and Creole cooking from the
previous owner, Dan Walker, a Louisiana native. Since then Chef Hoss—whose résumé
includes stints at some of the better restaurants in central New Jersey—has added a
few intriguing twists of his own for the Inn’s
new owners.
“Creole and Cajun food isn’t as popular as
other cuisines, like, for example, Italian food,”
he says. “My culinary philosophy centers

2/21/09 4:42:44 PM
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around Creole and Cajun cuisine, and the ability to offer it
to our customers. Those who have never tasted Creole and
Cajun food need only try it once to experience the richness
and depth of its ﬂavors.”
For the uninitiated (and the timid) there are some important differences between Chef Hoss’s menu offerings. Cajun cuisine takes a rustic approach to cooking, embracing
fresh, locally grown ingredients and simple preparations.
Onions, bell peppers and celery are the Holy Trinity.
This style developed from the French-speaking Acadians
who were chased out of Canada following the French and
Indian War in the 18th century. They settled in Louisiana and
adapted their cooking to the local ingredients, i.e. anything
they could hook, net, gig or trap. Crawﬁsh were among the
more abundant resources, and today they play a starring
role on the Meyersville Inn menu.
Much of Creole cuisine relies on the onion-pepper-celery
combination, but from there it diverges signiﬁcantly from
Cajun. Creole is a Caribbean-inﬂuenced blend from the
food cultures of France, Spain and Africa. As a rule, the
French ﬂavors are more aristocratic than in Cajun fare.
Cajun food usually has a kick to it but, contrary to popular belief, an authentically prepared Cajun dish does not
involve eye-watering heat. Unless, of course, you speciﬁcally ask for it that way. If you’ve been to New Orleans and
still can’t remember which is which, Antoine’s is Creole and K-Paul’s (Paul Prudhomme) is Cajun.
Emeril does both.
Elhady distinguishes himself
from other Cajun/Creole
chefs by making all of
the spices and rubs
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used at the Meyersville Inn from scratch. This, he believes,
adds to the authenticity of his food.
From an ambiance standpoint, The Meyersville Inn offers
a choice of two separate dining experiences. Those who
prefer a more intimate setting will ﬁnd the tavern, with its
subdued lighting, blazing ﬁreplace and generously stocked
bar a quiet retreat from a hectic workday. Here light, classic
pub food soothes and nourishes. Bayou-inspired specialties include authentic gumbo and a superb catﬁsh sandwich.
Those who prefer to dine in a livelier setting veer toward the
well-appointed dining room. Here a lighter, brighter, more
spirited atmosphere provides the setting for an upscale
but casual crowd, while the room’s décor pays homage to
the building’s colorful roots and history. The wide-ranging
menu includes chicken, steaks and seafood, the portions
are generous (hey, this is New Jersey, right?) and the wine
cellar is surprisingly good.
The Meyersville Inn isn’t exactly in the middle of nowhere,
but for many it’s a hike. What makes it worth the trip is
drifting down the Mississippi with Chef Hoss as your guide.
Bring your imagination and your appetite and prepare to
spend an evening on the Bayou.
Editor’s Note: The Meyersville Inn is located at 632
Meyersville Road in Gillette. (908) 647–6302.
Marylou Morano is a
freelance writer whose
articles appear in magazines and newspapers
around the state.
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Rack ’Em Up
Four Cornerstones Make a Great Wine Collection
by Mike Cohen

A

solid foundation relies on its cornerstones. Webster deﬁnes cornerstone as a physical stone,
often ceremonial in nature. According to Wikipedia (which, as we know, is infallible) a cornerstone can also be “a concept which provides the basic tools for understanding or manipulating
a larger intellectual ediﬁce.” The ediﬁce here is your wine cellar, and its cornerstones are the
basic elements that provide a ﬁrm foundation upon which to build—or extend—a great collection.
Making corenrstone selections for your wine cellar can present a formidable challenge, since
the choices are many and the costs can be considerable. But fear not, brave oenophile. Get
squared away on these four building blocks and the heavy lifting can begin:
A well-rounded white that does not need to age, but stands ready to deliver outstanding
taste right now and for the entire year ’round.
An age-worthy red that does need some years to soften its tannins and ﬁrm the
structure indigenous to the grape and the region.
A delightful boutique wine, whether red or white, which is a special personal discovery
and will enhance your status among your cellar’s guests.
A prestigious trophy wine, one that commands respect both for itself and for you, and which endows you with extensive bragging rights among your peers. Feel free to bask away in such a venerable wine’s reﬂected glory.
While these cornerstones are only guidelines, they certainly give you lots of room to indulge in personal preferences while expanding your collection. Your cellar is limited only by your own investment
of time and money…and, of course, by the size of the cellar itself.

White Wines for Now
The choices here are huge and include grape varietals such
as chardonnay, sauvignon blanc, and chenin blanc. Focusing on reliable regions such as Napa, Burgundy, Stellenbosch, and Vouvray can help to optimize your search.
I personally ﬁnd the white Burgundies the most versatile
and satisfying in this cornerstone category. These wines
are a chardonnay grape, which particularly in the subzone
of the Côte de Beaune, have made wine connoisseurs sit
up and take notice. The soil and the climate—predominate-
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ly clay and benignly temperate—work together to bring a
steeliness to the wine without compromising its unctuousness or creaminess. One particular producer in the Côte
de Beaune region, Sylvan Bzikot, produces some of the
most amazing white Burgundies at several different sites.
Bzikot’s wines can range some in price. Since this is a
wine to be enjoyed right now, I would deﬁnitely choose his
Bourgogne Blanc, a stunning stainless steel viniﬁed juice
punctuated by stone fruit and lively acidity.

3/6/09 5:11:31 PM
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Red Wines for Later
This category probably evokes the most controversy
among serious wine enthusiasts. The battle rages over
whether the best are Italian, French, Australian, or our
own domestic reds. In all cases, the grapes of these
wines (for example, the cabernet sauvignon, nebbiolo,
syrah, and malbec) have thicker skins and possess
innate properties that lend themselves to the aging
process. By laying down the wine, time allows a new
set of aromas and tastes to develop that differs from
the wine’s inauguration. A velvety soft structure and
complex fruit ﬂavors evolve within age-worthy wines,
hence the fatal attraction for red wine lovers.
My favorite among the age worthiest is a really big red,
Dal Forno Amarone. This is a wine comprised of several grapes indigenous to the Veneto region of Italy that
are known for their power, structure and tannins. After
a decade or more of aging, the other irresistible qualities of this wine are the amazing taste and aroma that
spring forth from each glass to caress your senses.
This beauty may be hard to come by, but it is certainly
worth the effort.

Boutique Wines Whenever
Boutique wines by deﬁnition are small production, hard
to get and typically not very well known or popular…
at least not at the time of your purchase. In fact, that is
most of their charm. Wines in this category can tickle
your fancy and sing to you like no others. The romance
begins with the chase and blossoms with the wine’s
delightful character and taste.
My recommendation here has been one of my favorites for years. It is from the Brogan Cellars, a winery run
by Margi Wierenga in the Dry Creek Valley of Sonoma,
CA. Margi is the daughter of Burt Williams of William
Seylem fame. By virtue of her father’s contacts, Margi
has secured grapes from some of the most exalted
vineyards in the U.S., recognized for their pinot noir
production. Each year, she makes perhaps 25 cases
from each of several different locales, the best of which
I believe is the Russian River Valley, an area famous
for the incredible strawberry and raspberry notes of its
pinot noirs.
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Small production wines
from all over the world.
•
Gourmet cheeses, coffee,
bread and olive oils.
•
Host a wine tasting
at your home or business.
•
Concierge services for all
of your wine & spirits needs.
THE WINE CONCERIEGE
403 Spier Avenue
Allenhurst, NJ 07711
(732) 663-0002
www.gourmetwc.com
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The Trophy
Wines Forever
Herein lie the Monsters, the Bad Boys, the true Princes
of your wine cellar! A trophy wine will cost you, but if
you choose wisely it will always be worth the price. After ﬂaunting your pride of ownership and you are ﬁnally
sitting in front of a glass of this divine nectar, you will
understand why it is called a trophy. Although such a
wine might technically qualify in some ways as a boutique wine, most boutiques will never command the
ratings and recognition of these masterpieces. A true
trophy wine is a pride-ﬁlled selection, one that should
be reserved to celebrate only the most auspicious occasions…perhaps a wedding, a birth, a market rally or
even a hard-earned bonus (no matter how diminished
in these trying times).

FUN FOR EVERYONE!!!
Mount Hyatt Miniature Golf
18-Hole Course

Birthday Party
Packages Available

732-669-9100
www.hyatthills.com
• Challenging, Well-Maintained Nine Hole Golf Course (Par 36)
• Driving Range (50 Stations)
• Practice Bunker, Chipping & Putting Greens
• Golf School, Private or Group Lessons
• Well Stocked Pro Shop
• Club Repairs & Fittings
Open Daily 7AM to 10PM

Public Welcome
My unrivaled selection here may surprise many, since
it is not on the popular wine buyers’ radar. I nominate
Chateau d’Yquem, the ultimate dessert wine produced
by French wine-making masters. The wine
is made only in spectacular years and
consequently garners accolades from the
moment it is mis en bouteille. The price
is commensurate with the quality. Having
had the privilege of imbibing this delicately sweet perfection after an especially
memorable dinner, I can still recall
my reaction to the very ﬁrst sip:
There was a pregnant pause and
then I slowly lifted my glass to the heavens in heartfelt thanks. Nothing could have been more perfect. The trophy wine, whatever your selection, will always be the ultimate cornerstone
and the crowning glory of your collection.

1300 Raritan Road (Clark/Cranford Borders)

Tired of
Climbing
Stairs?

Since 1946
627 PARK AVENUE • PLAINFIELD
Mike Cohen owns the Wine Concierge (www.
gourmetwc.com). He specializes in locating
hard-to-ﬁnd wines for customers in New York
and New Jersey.
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CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE

1-800-287-1793
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Perchance
to Dream
by Lisa Milbrand
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Y

our house is worth a half-million less than it was
last summer. Your portfolio is in freefall. That
Christmas bonus was a little short. And you’ll be
waiting a bit longer to retire. It’s enough to give you
nightmares—if you could actually fall asleep.
As stress rises, so does the risk of insomnia and other sleep
disorders. In these trying times, more and more people will
try anything to get some decent shuteye. Unfortunately,
chronic insomnia isn’t something you can make up for with

“Everyone knows someone who has
lost their job… people have
a lot on their minds.”

Advanced Podiatry, P.A.
Dr. Glenn Davison • Dr. Robert Hutchison
Fellow American College of Foot & Ankle Surgeons
Diplomates, American Board of Podiatric Surgery

Associates in ENT & Allergy PA
Diego Saporta, MD
Magalie Nelson, MD
Certified, American Board
of Otolaryngology

Specializing in the medical and surgical treatments of:
• Bunions and Hammertoes
• Ingrown and Fungal Nails
• Shockwave Therapy
for Heel Pain
• Diabetic Preventative and
Wound Care
• Ankle Arthroscopy

• Corns, Callouses, and
Wart Removal
• Traumatic Injuries
to the Foot and Ankle
• Biomechanic Gait Control
with Orthotics for
Deformities such as
Flat Feet and Arch Pain

We participate with Medicare, Medicaid,
and most major insurance plans

Union
1308 Morris Avenue
908.688.5577

Manhattan
19 East 80th Street
212.737.2528

470 North Avenue
Elizabeth, NJ 07208
908-352-6700
www.AllergyDropsNJ.com
•
•
•
•
•

Ears, Nose & Throat
Complete Management of Nasal Allergies
Comprehensive Audiological Testing
Hearing Healthcare by Licensed Audiologists
Hearing Aids

A Special Health & Wellness Section from Trinitas Regional Medical Center
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a Starbucks run. Consistent sleep problems can take their
toll on everything from your mood to your mortality.
“There is no substitute for sleep,” says Vipin Garg, MD, Medical Director of the Comprehensive Sleep Disorders Center
at Trinitas Regional Medical Center, who is board certiﬁed in
pulmonary medicine and sleep medicine. “If you don’t get
adequate sleep, you’re going to have consequences.”
“People who have chronic sleep problems ﬁnd it hard
to concentrate and are often much more irritable,” adds

Christopher Jagar, MD, a psychiatrist with the Department
of Behavioral Health & Psychiatry at Trinitas Regional Medical Center. “It can affect performance on even the simplest
tasks.” It can lead to dozing off for milliseconds at a time,
called microsleep. That can affect your ability to carry on a
conversation, follow a meeting—or get behind the wheel
safely.
And sleeping disorders often go hand in hand with other
serious health issues, which makes it doubly important to
diagnose and treat them. Sleep apnea, a chronic interrup-

LATE NIGHT MENU
For the slumber-challenged, downing a double-shot espresso after dark is an obvious no-no. But some other
sleep inhibiting menu items may surprise you. Indeed, it’s perfectly possible that something else in your diet could
be causing those sleepless nights. “What you eat, and when you eat it, can have a major effect on your sleep,”
says Michelle Ali, clinical nutrition manager at Trinitas. Here’s how to pick the foods that’ll help you rest.
• CUT DOWN ON CAFFEINE. Jitter-inducing caffeine isn’t limited
to colas and coffee—you’ll ﬁ nd plenty of it in products as diverse
as Sunkist orange soda and chocolate ice cream. Ali recommends
cutting out coffee, chocolate, tea and sodas after 4:00 p.m. to allow
the caffeine to get through your system before bedtime.
• EAT LIGHT. Heavy, spicy meals close to bedtime could trigger
acid reﬂux, which may prevent sleep or wake you up in the wee
hours. Consider making lunch your big meal of the day, and having a light supper like a sandwich, salad or fruit.
• NIX THE NIGHTCAP. Alcohol may make you drowsy enough to
fall asleep, but a drink can make you more likely to wake in the
middle of the night.
• LIMIT YOUR LIQUIDS. “Drinking something too close to bedtime may wake you up in the middle of the night—and make it
harder to fall back asleep,” Ali says. Have your last drink about 90
minutes before you hit the sack.

And, if all else fails…
• TRY A NIGHTTIME NOSH. “A light snack may also help you get
to sleep faster,” Ali suggests. The best ones feature a little protein
to help it stick with you through the night. A few of her favorites:
a turkey sandwich, warm milk, bananas, vanilla pudding or apples
and peanut butter.

A Special Health & Wellness Section from Trinitas Regional Medical Center
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“There are numerous formulations out
there, so it’s easier to tailor the
prescription to your exact problem.”

tion of a person’s breathing during sleep, has been linked to
several life-threatening conditions, including heart attack,
congestive heart failure, hypertension, obesity and diabetes. “Treating sleep apnea can not only affect the quality of
your life, but also how many years you live,” Dr. Garg says.
While disorders like sleep apnea have their roots in physical
issues, many of us bring our nightly problems on ourselves.
“Lifestyle is often a factor,” Dr. Garg says. “Using stimulants—caffeinated beverages, cigarettes, chocolate—can
cause sleep problems. If the room isn’t dark enough, or if
you leave a TV on, that can interfere with sleep. Engaging
in some sort of stimulating activity, like an ofﬁce confer-

C ENTER F OR H OPE H OSPICE
& PALLIATIVE C ARE
ACADIA HOUSE
Bereavement and Grief Counseling Center
175 Glenside Avenue
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
(908) 654-3711

HOPE VILLAGE

HOPE CHEST

Peter M. Shields
Administrative Office
(908) 889-7780

Hospice Resale Shop
26 Prospect Street
Westfield, NJ 07090
(908) 233-9973

PEGGY COLONEY’S HOUSE

FATHER HUDSON HOUSE

Hospice Residence
1900 Raritan Road
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
(908) 288-0500

Hospice Residence
111 De Hart Place
Elizabeth, NJ 07201
(908) 353-6060

CARDIOVASCULAR

DISEASES
240 Williamson Street
Elizabeth, NJ 07207
908-994-5300 | Fax 908-994-5308

ARTHUR E. MILLMAN, MD FACC/FSCAI
Robert J. Coloney, President & CEO
www.centerforhope.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
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ence, an argument or a workout, can make it hard to fall
asleep.”
Even something that’s often considered a sleep aid—we’re
talking nightcap here—can backﬁre. “Alcohol may make
you drowsy enough to fall asleep, but you’ll wake up again
in a few hours,” explains Cheryl Krempa, RPh, MBA, Director of the Pharmacy at Trinitas.

Routine Tweaks
The upside? You may be able to cure your own insomnia
with a few tweaks to your routine. Dr. Garg recommends
keeping a diary of your daily activities, diet and sleep quality, to see if any patterns emerge—like a case of insomnia every time you knock down an order of crabcakes. Or
watch CNBC. Or talk to your mother.
If stress is causing your sleep issues, try some common
stress reducers—regular exercise early in the day, meditation, deep breathing—and take time to wind down be-

elmora

fore bed without bright lights or stimulating activities. Even
something as simple as a notebook by the bed could help
you relax. “You can write down your thoughts in your diary before bed, so you’ve unloaded the problems that are
keeping you up at night,” Dr. Garg suggests.
If anxiety, depression or another issue is contributing to
your insomnia, consult with a mental health professional.
“Treating the underlying psychiatric problem usually solves
the sleep issue as well,” says Dr. Jagar.
Should lifestyle changes fail as a ﬁx, resist the temptation to
load up on Tylenol PM or other sleep aids. “Over-the-counter sleep-inducing products use diphenhydramine hydrochloride, the active ingredient in Benadryl, to help you fall
asleep,” Krempa says. “But they can make you feel drowsy
the next day, so you’ll need more caffeine to be alert, and a
vicious cycle begins.”
Instead, it may be time to see your doctor. “If you try all
these techniques and they don’t work, you should see a
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physician to determine what could be causing it, so it can
be dealt with correctly,” Dr. Garg recommends. Following
diagnosis at an accredited sleep disorder center, apnea
patients are often set up with positive airway pressure machines (CPAPs or BiPAPs), which keep the airways from
becoming obstructed and enable a good night’s sleep.
Other sleep problems may disappear after starting cognitive therapy or even light therapy, when you spend part of
each morning lounging under a bright, sun-like light. Dr.
Garg sometimes restricts the amount of sleep a patient
gets each night to try to concentrate the sleep and avoid
frequent night wakings.
Still, stress-related sleep disorders can sometimes be even
more difﬁcult to overcome. “People have a lot going on
right now—everyone knows someone who has lost their
job. Things are dire,” says Dr. Jagar. “People who are under
a lot of stress have a lot on their minds, and they often have
a harder time falling asleep and staying asleep. They simply
don’t feel rested.”

If the lifestyle changes and stress relievers don’t work, your
doctor may be able to prescribe one of the newer medications that have fewer side effects and are less likely to
cause next-day drowsiness. “There are numerous formulations out there, so it’s easier to tailor the prescription to your
exact problem,” Krempa says. Some medications, like Sonata (zaleplon) and Ambien (zolpidem) wear off quickly, so
they work best for people who just need help falling asleep;
others, like Lunesta (eszopiclone) help you stay asleep.
It may take a few tries to hit upon the solution to your sleep
issues, but once you do, you’ll feel like a whole new person. “Sleep disorders affect every part of your life—you become more irritable and take it out on your loved ones, and
you have a harder time enjoying the things you love when
you’re fatigued all the time,” Dr. Jagar says. But after you’ve
caught up on your rest, you’ll be ready to take on the world,
with all of its worries.
Editor’s Note: For more on sleep and sleep disorders log
onto njsleepdisorderscenter.com or call (908) 994–8694.
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Dream Machine
The future has arrived. And its name is DA VINCI
A skilled surgeon guides his scalpel as a great artist wields
his brush. It is only appropriate, therefore, that the newest
piece of equipment to arrive at Trinitas Regional Medical
Center is the da Vinci Surgical Robot, a multimillion-dollar
device that, quite literally, introduces an entirely new dimension to minimally invasive procedures.
The da Vinci Surgical System puts surgeons’ hands at the
controls of a state-of-the-art robotic platform—which in turn
seamlessly ﬁlters and translates their hand movements into
precise, mirroring micro-movements of the robot’s instruments. Surgeons at the da Vinci console may be several
feet away from the operating table, yet they are working inside the patient in ways that would have been inconceivable
just a few years ago.
That translates into less pain, less blood loss, less scarring, a shorter recovery period and a faster return to normal
activity. More importantly, the da Vinci widens the scope of
procedures a surgeon can perform. Major operations that
were too complex for traditional laparoscopic methods are
now possible thanks to miniaturized “wristed” instruments

and a 3-D camera at the business end of the da Vinci Surgical Robot.
“The robotic platform duplicates every motion of my hands,
and I can view the entire surgical ﬁeld in three dimensions,”
says Kamran Khazaei, MD, FACOG, Chairman of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Trinitas Regional Medical Center. “This
allows me to see and work on the smallest of blood vessels and other structures. This superior visualization and
precision means that very complex surgeries can be done
in a minimally invasive fashion, resulting in a much quicker
recovery for the patient.”
The robot itself does not make decisions, adds Dr. Khazaei,
nor can it be programmed. The surgeon’s skill ﬂows unimpeded to the patient, the surgeon’s eye sees every detail in
high-deﬁnition.
Editor’s Note: At Trinitas, the da Vinci Surgical System is
used in treating gastric bypass, gynecological, and urological conditions, as well as in general surgery.
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TRINITAS PEOPLE

GIRLS GONE RED!
Trinitas teamed with Lord & Taylor in February to host Go Red for
Women! at Ferraro’s South Restaurant in Westfield. The evening
combined dining, fashion and heart health information.
For more information log onto goredforwomen.org.

10 Years & Counting (Sheep)
The staff of the Comprehensive Sleep Disorders Center celebrated the center’s 10th anniversary during National Sleep Awareness
Week in March. The staff participated in a number activities designed to raise awareness of the body’s need for proper sleep. For
more information log onto sleepfoundation.org.
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Community
Unless otherwise noted, all programs are held in the Physicians Conference Room, Lower Level,
Administrative Services Building, Trinitas Regional Medical Center, 210 Williamson Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey.
____________________________________________________

SEMINARS
____________________________________________________

MARCH 30, 2009

6:00 pm

“What to Do When Lullabies and
Sheep No Longer Work”
Tips to help you fall and stay asleep.

VIPIN GARG
MD, FAASM, ABIM SLEEP SPECIALIST
MEDICAL DIRECTOR, TRINITAS COMPREHENSIVE SLEEP DISORDERS CENTER

Followed by meditation tips and techniques to
help you get a good night’s rest.
HORS D’OEUVRES SPONSORED BY
RESMED CORPORATION
HAMPTON INN, 501 W. EDGAR
ROAD, LINDEN NJ
THIS IS A FREE TALK BUT SEATING
IS LIMITED SO PLEASE RSVP AT
(908) 994-8706
____________________________________________________

APRIL 2, 2009

“Kick the Habit Now” Laser
Treatment for Smoking Cessation
$250, 20% WILL BENEFIT THE TRINITAS HEALTH FOUNDATION
CALL (212) 292 – 5660 TO REGISTER.
____________________________________________________

APRIL 16, 2009

10:30 am – 12 noon

“Advance Care Planning:
Your Decision Counts”
SR. MARY CORRIGAN

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

APRIL 22, 2009

Childhood Obesity Sessions

6:30 pm

BILINGUAL

“Recipes for Well-Being”

LED BY A REGISTERED DIETITIAN

No one talks about it, but there are many sufferers. There is no need for secrecy. Let’s discuss
Stress Incontinence.

Monthly, 2nd Thurs., 1:00 pm- 2:00 pm

LABIB E. RIACHI, MD
CENTER OF ADVANCED PELVIC SURGERY, TRINITAS REGIONAL
MEDICAL CENTER, OB/GYN

Followed by A Dessert Workshop, Classic
Thyme at Toscana:
Dessert Demonstration.
CLASSIC THYME AT TOSCANA,
710 SOUTH AVENUE WEST,
WESTFIELD NJ
SPACE IS LIMITED SO PLEASE
CALL TO RSVP AT (908) 94-5836
____________________________________________________

COMMUNITY
HEALTH
EDUCATION
____________________________________________________

Breast Feeding Support Group

WIC CENTER
1124 EAST JERSEY STREET, ELIZABETH NJ
(908) 994 – 5219, FOR DATES/REGISTRATION
____________________________________________________

Nutrition Education Program for
Expectant Mothers
WIC CENTER
1124 EAST JERSEY STREET, CORNER OF JEFFERSON AVENUE
ELIZABETH, NJ
(908) 994 – 5142, FOR DATES/REGISTRATION.
____________________________________________________

Baby Shower for Expectant Mothers
INCLUDES PRENATAL NUTRITION EDUCATION
WIC CENTER
1124 EAST JERSEY STREET, CORNER OF JEFFERSON
ELIZABETH, NJ (908) 994 – 5142, FOR DATES/REGISTRATION
____________________________________________________

SUPPORT GROUPS
____________________________________________________

BILINGUAL

Breast Cancer Support Group

LED BY INTERNATIONAL BOARD CERTIFIED
LACTATION SPECIALISTS

BILINGUAL

Tues. and Wed., 1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
WIC CENTER
1124 EAST JERSEY STREET, CORNER OF JEFFERSON AVE.
ELIZABETH, NJ (908) 994 - 5142

Monthly, 3rd Mon., 11:00 am - 12:30 pm
CONFERENCE ROOM A
TRINITAS COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
225 WILLIAMSON ST. ELIZABETH, NJ
OPEN TO PATIENTS, FAMILIES, FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES.
ENGLISH REGISTRATION:
DONNA FILOCAMO, LCSW, (908) 994-8730
SPANISH REGISTRATION:
GRISELDA HILDAGO, LCSW, (908) 994-8535

DIRECTOR, PASTORAL CARE
TRINITAS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
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Events
____________________________________________________

Coping With Cancer Support Group
SPEAKERS ADDRESS CANCER-RELATED TOPICS
Monthly, 2nd Tues., 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm
CONFERENCE ROOM A
TRINITAS COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
225 WILLIAMSON STREET, ELIZABETH, NJ
(908) 994 - 8535
____________________________________________________

Sleep Disorders CPAP
Support Group
January, April, July, October,
Last Wed., 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
TRINITAS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
PHYSICIANS CONFERENCE ROOM
210 WILLIAMSON STREET, ELIZABETH, NJ
(908) 994 – 8694 TO REGISTER
____________________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING
OPPORTUNITIES

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS

SPECIAL EVENTS

____________________________________________________

Look Good, Feel Better
BILINGUAL

Trinitas Comprehensive Cancer Center patients
receive personal beauty tips and techniques
that they can use everyday, thanks to a partnership of the American Cancer Society (ACS),
the National Cosmetology Association, and the
Cosmetic, Toiletry & Fragrance Association
(CTFA) Foundation.
AMPARO AGUIRRE, (908) 994-8244, FOR INFORMATION/REGISTRATION.
____________________________________________________

Made For Me Boutique
BILINGUAL

Wigs and accessories for cancer survivors.
APPOINTMENTS ONLY. (908) 994-8244 TO REGISTER
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Programs for healthcare providers
and ﬁrst responders.
CPR; ACLS and PALS (Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support) and (Pediatric Advanced
Life Support); Defibrillator Training; EMT
Basic Training and Renewals; PHTLS; Incident Command System; Advanced Medical
Life Support
TRINITAS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
INSTITUTE OF HEALTHCARE & COMMUNITY EDUCATION
425 MORRIS AVENUE
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY
FOR FUTHER INFORMATION, CALL (908) 527 – 5222, EXT. 12
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“Ask the Pharmacist”:
Medication Management
Free of charge, by
appointment only.
MONTHLY (EXCEPT DECEMBER), 4TH TUESDAY,
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
CALL (908) 994 - 5984

____________________________________________________

MAY 7, 2009

Trinitas Health Foundation
Gala Dinner Dance
“Trinitas Heroes”
THE BIRCHWOOD MANOR
111 NORTH JEFFERSON ROAD
WHIPPANY, NEW JERSEY 07981

6:00 pm Cocktails
7:30 pm Dinner & Awards
____________________________________________________

MONDAY, JUNE 22, 2009

The First
Andrew H. Campbell
Memorial Sporting Clays Tournament
HUDSON FARM
ANDOVER, NEW JERSEY
____________________________________________________

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2009

Golf Classic & Spa Day
SHACKAMAXON GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
SCOTCH PLAINS, NEW JERSEY
____________________________________________________

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2009

6th Annual Evening at the Races
PEGASUS RESTAURANT - MEADOWLANDS RACETRACK
EAST RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY
____________________________________________________

Proceeds from these events beneﬁt
the patients of Trinitas Regional
Medical Center. For reservations for
this event, call Laura Ciraco, (908)
994 – 8249 or lciraco@trinitas.org

3/10/09 7:20:48 PM
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Bliss in
the ’Burbs
Photography by Sue Barr
A couple of generations ago Peter De Vries, the longtime staff satirist at The New Yorker, observed that
a suburban mother’s role is “to deliver children
obstetrically once, and by car forever after.”
Lovely to know that so little has changed.
These days the Suburban Dream has a
bit more of an EDGE to it. But in the
end it’s still about the kids—and
that’s not a bad thing, is it? As De
Vries might say, the value of marriage is not that adults produce
children...but that children produce adults!

Make-up:

Vincent Oquendo
using M.A.C. for
Artists by Next
Hair:

Eloise Cheung
using Profound Beauty for
Artists by Next
Nails:

Vincent Oquendo
using Essie for
Artists by Next
Fashion Stylist:

Sharon Elliott
Fashion Assistant:

Mallory Samet
Prop Stylist:

Beth Levybensetton
Models:

Sophie Boesen • Wilhelmina

Karol Marie • Next Models
Jimmy Reed • Wilhelmina
Gregory • Wilhelmina
Grace and Maeve • Sandy and Derek
Karol • Dress by D&G/D&G AT THE MALL AT SHORT HILLS
• Rock Crystal Bracelet and Green Gold Citrine Ring Set in
Bronze by STEPHEN DWECK/BERGDORF GOODMAN.
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SUBURBAN DREAM:
BABY MAKES TWO
Sophie • Dress by D&G/D&G
AT THE MALL AT SHORT
HILLS • Bracelet by MARLYN
SCHIFF • Pink Quartz Ring set
in Sterling Silver and Faceted
Rock Crystal Necklace by STEPHEN DWECK /BERGDORF
GOODMAN.
Gregory • Child’s Short by D&G
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BLUE MONDAY:
A ROOM WITH
A VIEW
Karol • Dress by JULIE
HAUS/SWEET FEET
RIDGEWOOD • Necklace
by KARA ROSS • Ring by
ANNA BECK • Shoes by
COLE HAAN.
Grace • Child’s Dress by
BISCOTTI/LITTLE ONES
LIVINGSTON • Shoes by
AMIANA/ZAPPOS.COM

EDGE Laundry List
Anna Beck • annabeckdesigns.com
Bergdorf Goodman • 212-872-8651
Bloomingdale’s • bloomingdales.com
Catalina Delatorre • 973 992-0704
Catherine Malandrino • 212-929-8710
Cole Haan • colehaan.com
Deborah Grivas • deborahgrivas.com
Faryl Robbin • farylrobin.com
Jill Stuart • jillstuart.com
Kara Ross • kararossny.com
Lavish Kids • 732-212-8490
Little Ones • 973-992-2727
Macy’s • macys.com
Marlyn Schiff • 973-425-4485
Nordstrom • nordstrom.com
Notanonymous • notanonymous.com
Pitti Bimi • 732-531-3676
Pono • 866-336-PONO
Ports • 917-475-1022
Sickles Market (Flowers) • sicklesmarket.com
Space Interiors • spaceinteriors.com
Stephen Dwek • stephendweck.com
Styles • 973 992-0704
Sweet Feet 201-447-5433.
Special Thanks to the Weiner Family
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THE GIFT OF GAB:
ONE LUMP OR TWO?
Karol • Dress by JILL STUART •
Necklaces by PONO • Grapevine
Earrings with Amethyst and Pearls
by STEPHEN DWECK/BERGDORF
GOODMAN • Stone Linear Cuff
Bracelet in Gold with Amethyst
Stones by KARA/KARA ROSS.
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Sophie • Dress by MALENDRIO/CATHERINE MALANDRINO BOUTIQUE •
Bronze Earrings with Pearl
Dangle and Engraved Cuff
Bracelet by STEPHEN
DWECK/BERGDORF
GOODMAN • Ring by
KARA/KARA ROSS •
Handblown Geometric Vase/
SPACE INTERIORS.
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DUST UP:
THAT FEATHERY
FEELING
Sophie • Dress by PORTS/
PORTS STORE • Shoes by
FARYL ROBBIN • DoubleStrand Vintage Necklace with
Python Cylinders by KARA/
KARA ROSS • Bracelet by MARISSA B/STYLES LIVINGSTON • Earrings by CATALINA
DELATORRE • Blue Hammered
Glass Vase by TOZAI DESIGNS/SPACE INTERIORS.
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DOOR MAN:
AND HOW WAS
YOUR DAY, DEAR?
Sophie • Dress by NICOLE MILLER COLLECTION/NICOLEMILLER.COM • Shoes
by DONALD J PLINER/DONALDJPLINER.
COM • Amethyst Link Bracelet with Pearls
by STEPHEN DWECK/BERGDORF GOODMAN • Earrings by NOTANONYMOUS.
Jimmy • Suit and Tie by TED BAKER LONDON/BLOOMINGDALE’S • Shirt by TED
BAKER/MACY’S • Air Lucarno BL Wing
Shoes by COLE HAAN • Watch by TOY
WATCH/BLOOMINGDALES.
Gregory • Cotton Pant and Polo Top by
DOLCE & GABBANA/LAVISH KIDS RED
BANK.
Maeve • Hot Pink Pajama by ESME/PITTI
BIMI DEAL.
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STEPPING OUT:
YET ANOTHER GALA
Karol • Dress by PAMELA ROLAND/NORDSTROM PARAMUS • Bracelet by DEBORAH
GRIVAS • Earrings by MARISSA
B/STYLES LIVINGSTON.
Jimmy • Suit, shirt and Tie by
D&G/D&G AT THE MALL AT
SHORT HILLS.
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EDGE
interview
Norma Kamali

T

iming is everything. NORMA KAMALI knows a
thing or two about that.
She shook up Madison Avenue in the 60s, put the ﬁrst Pull Bikini on Christie Brinkley in the 70s,
pioneered fashion video in the 80s
and Internet shopping in the 90s. In
2008, Kamali launched what might
just be the best-timed fashion line
ever—a timelessly styled and budget-friendly collection for Wal-Mart.
Her Spring 09 offerings are right on
the money. Norma Kamali has always followed her own path. As this
chat with EDGE conﬁrms, she is at
her best when her plate is full...and
even better when it’s overﬂowing.

Photo by Evan Agostini/Getty Images; courtesy of Norma Kamali, Inc.
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EDGE: Are you as excited about Michelle Obama as others
in the fashion industry?
NK: I am. She is wearing affordable clothes. That is the best
fashion statement.
EDGE: In a tough economy, sometimes you have to eliminate a couple of pricey items from your shopping list. What
is the one thing a stylish consumer absolutely, positively
cannot do without?
NK: If she is stylish, she really has everything, and doesn’t
need anything else. However, styles at a price—and carefully chosen—can be a spirit-lifter. Anything expensive and
not timeless might make you feel guilty or irresponsible.
EDGE: Last year you designed the costumes for Twyla
Tharp’s ballet Rabbit and Rogue. What drew you to this
project?
NK: I had worked with Twyla Tharp on a number of different productions. One being The Upper Room. Twyla came
to me with the Rabbit and Rogue project as the evolution
to this classic piece. The Upper Room is such a success.
What drew me to this new project? It was the next wave of
The Upper Room.
EDGE: What part of this production inﬂuenced you most
during the conceptual process—the music, the movement,
a dancer, a character?
NK: The concept of dark to light. The speed of the music.
The type of music, ﬁlm music. The music inﬂuenced the
speed of the dance. Danny Elfman’s music came ﬁrst and
then these visual concepts. My concept for the costumes
was to take the dark to light by using black, then silver, then
white. I wanted to keep the color concept of silver from the
beginning to the end. Brad Fields’s lighting design used the
dark-to-light concept as well.
Photo courtesy of American Ballet Theatre
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EDGE: Did Twyla coordinate your efforts?
NK: Yes. It’s a process. I would create a costume, the dancer would try it on, we’d tweak it, keep evolving it, until it
worked. It’s a lot of fun, building on steps, like a painting or
any creative project.
EDGE: Did you approach Rabbit and Rogue in a similar
way to your runway shows and collections in terms of practicality? Drape, ﬂexibility, breathbility, etc?
NK: Absolutely. First I ﬁgured the colors then I built on it.
The way I approach something is to start, then edit and
change, edit and change. The product just gets better and
better that way. I would do a ﬁtting and take photos with
my IPhone. Twyla would look at them and write or call me
back.
EDGE: Is designing costumes for a ballet different from designing for a musical on Broadway?
NK: I like dance a lot. It’s my preference. I’m not as excited
personally with musicals or other Broadway forms. Other
people do that really well. With dance I have an open palette. There’s a more creative spirit to it. It’s more ﬂuid, less
deﬁned to a story line.
EDGE: You are a world-famous multi-tasker. What’s on your
plate as 2009 starts to unfold?
NK: Anything that relates to the new economy. I like to reinvent and think out-of-the-box.
EDGE: Can you sum up the inspiration for your Spring 09
line in a couple of words?
NK: Yes. Timeless style.
Editor’s Note: Special thanks to Leah Soltas for making
this interview happen. To see Norma Kamali’s new collections log onto normakamali.com
Photos courtesy of Norma Kamali, Inc.
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Camera
Ready
Heatproof Yourself Like the Stars
by Dan Brickley

T

he allure and glamour of Hollywood is something
that will always deﬁne and inspire stylish culture.
When summer weather turns hot and heavy (and it
certainly does here in New Jersey), droves of people ﬂock to darkened cinemas more than any other time of
the year. After a long, dehydrating day at the shore, there’s
nothing better than settling into a big, comfy seat in a vaulted, air-cooled theater to watch your favorite ﬂawlessly puttogether movie star perform in front of the camera.
That may well be the secret star quality of all big-screen
idols—they always manage to look so cool, literally and ﬁguratively. You’ll never see George Clooney sweat, Kate Hudson’s t-zone get shiny, or Julia Roberts’s curls frizz. There’s
no doubt that having skin, hair, and makeup experts on call

EDGE_CameraReady_v3.indd 51

for minute-by-minute touch-ups is essential for movie icons
to stay camera-ready at all times. I myself, however, while
shooting some scenes for my television show, have had to
rely on my own quick ﬁxes and ever-ready products to work
their magic.
After some arm-twisting, the EDGE editors have convinced
me to divulge a few of my closely guarded secrets. The
truth is, there are tons of ways to keep yourself in camera-ready condition (even when off-ﬁlm). The ones I have
chosen to share with you will easily get you through any
heatwave looking as ﬂawless as Catherine Zeta Jones on
her best day.
Light hydration is key. Shy away from heavy moisturizers

3/6/09 7:43:53 PM
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“Swami Shreeji”
that in summer heat will transform that healthy matte ﬁnish
on your skin into a shiny, mirrored surface. Instead, always
keep an EVIAN MINERAL WATER SPRAY in your bag.
Although this spray has been around forever, it’s still an industry staple that manages to keep skin looking supple,
not slippery. The spray comes in a handy 5-oz. size and
retails for around $10.
When the heat and humidity get a little out of hand, it’s
always a great idea to keep blotting sheets at hand. Although they say the camera adds at least 10 pounds, a
sureﬁre way to keep your face looking trim and contoured
is to eliminate any shine. After shooting for eight hours in
103-degree, dense New Orleans heat, I found that DIOR’S
BLOTTING PAPERS ($21) were a total and complete lifesaver. Not only do the sheets wipe away shine, they come
with their own mirror and are treated with a light fragrant
powder that adds a matte ﬁnish to even the most reﬂective
of t-zones.
As far as light makeup is concerned, PHILOSOPHY’S THE
PRESENT ($25) is a true gift in any season, but particularly useful during summer. Made with natural antimicrobial
agents, The Present literally forms a barrier over your skin
that both locks in moisture and blocks out environmental
impurities. Sound too good to be true? It’s not. Simply rub a
dime-sized portion of The Present on your clean face every
morning before applying any other makeup and your skin
will literally appear ﬂawless all day long—I promise!
As a ﬁnal step to ﬁnish your face, most makeup artists recommend a quick brush-over with a loose powder. LANCOME’S PHOTOGENIC SHEER LOOSE POWDER ($32)
is a dream come true. With a large blush brush, gently dust
your face and neck
with light powder, then
follow up by blotting
around your nose and
under your eyes with
CHANEL’S MAT LUMIERE foundation ($52).
If, perchance, you spot
a dreaded blemish,
CHANEL’S PRO LUMIERE CORRECTEUR
PROFESSIONAL FINISH CONCEALER ($38) is a quick and easy ﬁx.

Yaswant H. Patel, M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Practice Limited to Obstetrics and Gynecology
Board Certified
In Practice Since 1982
DIPLOMATE, THE AMERICAN BOARD OF OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
Fellow, The American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists
Affiliated with Trinitas Regional Medical Center

yashpatelmd.com
yashpatel.nsedreams.com

Akshar Women’s Clinic
822 N. Wood Ave, Ste 201 • Linden, NJ 07036-4038

908-925-1881
Office Hours by Appointment
Multilingual Staff • Plenty of Free Off Street Parking

Board-Certiﬁed,
American Board of
Plastic Surgery
Breast Augmentation,
Lift, Reduction,
Reconstruction
Tummy Tucks, Liposuction
Face & Neck Lifts,
Eyelid Lifts
Botox & Soft Tissue Fillers

Plastic &
Reconstructive Surgery

www.DrAlkon.com
908.289.6888

I shouldn’t have to tell you this but it’s worth a reminder:
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make sure your foundation and
concealer perfectly match your
skin tone. When choosing a base
or cover-up, it’s critical to test the
more
makeup against your skin in natural light. Fluorescent lighting can
so drastically skew color perception that you just might end up
looking more like Marcel Marceau than Marilyn Monroe.

“You just might end up looking
like Marcel Marceau than Marilyn Monroe.”

On a ﬁnal note, hair has always caused the most problems for me personally on ﬁlm. I’m one of those people with
insane, schizophrenic hair—something like Zeppo Marx
meets Alfalfa from The Little Rascals. While shooting, I always keep a travel-sized can of L’OREAL ELNETT SATIN
FLEXIBLE HOLD HAIRSPRAY ($16) on the set. The Elnett line is a hair lacquer that doesn’t overload the follicle
with fragrance or dry it out with tons of extra alcohol. This
particular spray manages to be light, yet nourishing with a
bouncy, non-static hold. Believe me, if it can keep my hair
in check, it will work wonders for you.

By applying these simple cosmetic ﬁxes and stocking up
on the recommended products, you’ll be able to get yourself camera-ready in no time. Most importantly, remember
that a natural, healthy glow is the order of each and every
day. With these simple tips, you will easily put your best
face forward through any heat wave. Keep your personality
as light as your moisturizer and makeup and you’ll discover,
soon enough, how to not shine…like a true star!
Editor’s Note: Dan Brickley was the host of TLC’s A Makeover Story for three seasons. He has authored numerous
articles on fashion and beauty.
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IT’S A GIFT!
by Christine Gibbs

$0-$500

Products with an
GET A GRIP

LIGHTEN UP
TSUBOTA PEARL’s chic,
trendy and handy lighters
make matches obsolete.
mollaspace.com

OK all you interior design
divas, how do you work
this into your bathroom
remodel?
transitmuseumstore.com

SAY WHAT?
If you ever wished you could decode your
teenager’s text talk, then this website is
your new best friend.
NoSlang.com

CURVE APPEAL
Transform your post-it pad into a tower of
power with the MORPH PAD, a thousand sheets of twistable, hypnotic paper
created by Montreal designer Colin
Schleeh.
schleehdesign.com

BOBBLE ME BEAUTIFUL
Just nod if you adore the idea of a
one-of-a-kind bobblehead painstakingly
custom-crafted to match a friend, family
member or significant other.
whoopassenterprises.com
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$500-$5,000

Products with an

IT’S A GIFT!

WIN, PLACE OR THROW

ELEMENTS OF STYLE

ELEGANT LINENS’ Equestrian Throw is
made in Italy of 100% cashmere with a soft
suede border.
ElegantLinensPC.com

Increase creativity, reduce stress, purify
the air, accelerate healing and impress the
hell out of your friends with a fire and water
tabletop fountain.
kineticfountains.com

by Christine Gibbs

I CAN SEE MY
HOUSE FROM HERE
What better way to experience New Jersey than from
really, really high in the air!
Finish off your flight with a
champagne picnic for two!
aeronuts.com

CARPET DIEM
Seize the day with the three-dimensional FLYING CARPET, which
blurs the fine line between furniture and floor covering. Photo by
Albert Font.
emiliandesign.com

GREEN PEACE
Rest easy with the VIMALA SLEEP SYSTEM, a temperature-regulating, body-conforming mattress from Green
Sleep that’s free of toxic chemicals.
thenaturalsleepstore.com
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Net Results
Thanks to the Internet, New Jersey history is just

b
a few mouse-clicks away. We found (and purchased!)
these Garden State artifacts on the net.
by Mark Stewart

TUNNEL VISION

COVER KIDS

This 1930s tin wind-up toy cost us slightly more than dinner and a
show in the city. Does the deluxe model have an E-Z Pass lane?
PRICE: $585.00

Mary and Richard Laux
of Berkeley Heights circa
1964. Where are they now?
PRICE: $9.00

SIGN OF THE TIMES

The Relaxapedic “Blanket Support” was made by
New Providence manufacturer Better Sleep, Inc.
PRICE: $24.00

PUNCH CARD

Another tough guy from
Summit! Lightweight
champ Freddie Welsh
circa 1921.
PRICE: $15.00

REST STOP REDUX

There was a time when people
actually celebrated the Jersey
Turnpike. Yeesh!
PRICE: $32.00
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Aim High
The Andrew H. Campbell Memorial
Sporting Clays Tournament
Great Father’s Day gift!
Hudson Farm • Andover, New Jersey • Monday Morning, June 22, 2009

Shoot in support of the Trinitas Comprehensive Cancer Center.
For reservation information or event sponsorship opportunities kindly call (908) 994–8249 or email Lciraco@trinitas.org.
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CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE
O F

Se Habla
Español

E L I Z A B E T H

CHIROPRACTIC CARE FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN
MUA (Manipulation Under Anesthesia) As seen on Channel 2 News
FERNANDO BARRESE, DC | CHRISTOPHER J. MONTANA, DC
• Auto Accidents
• Sports Injuries
• Headaches
• Disc Problems
• Whiplash

• Work Related Injuries
• Low Back Pain
• Leg & Arm Pain
• Neck Pain
• Scoliosis

All Injuries and Major Medical Accepted
All X-Rays Done on Premises • New Patients Seen Same Day

Se Habla Espanol • Francais • Italian • Hebrew
3 Minutes from Garden State Pkwy • 3 Minutes from Newark Intl Airport Off Route 1

908-289-5336

908.230.9715

Other locations to serve you better:
Jersey City
Newark
Wallington
509 Orange St.
973-268-2226

436 Main St.
973-365-1700

INNOVATION,
LEADERSHIP &
PROFESSIONALISM

(908) 245-6767
LA AGENCIA OFICIAL DE LOS HISPANOS

RANKED #1 AGENCY IN NJ BY
SALES PRODUCTION, 2006
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New Construction
Commercial Plumbing
Sewer Cleaning
Color Video Inspection
Plus More!

Free Estimates

— Free Parking in Rear —
426 Morris Avenue, Elizabeth
2770 Kennedy Blvd, 1st Fl.
201-761-0412

Any of your sewer needs.
We do it all.

We charge by the job,
and you don’t pay until
the problem is solved!

Galloping Hill Caterers

Come visit our newly renovated facility.
We offer a unique atmosphere of elegance
and romance at prices that make sense.
Weddings • Buffets • Anniversaries
Showers • Corporate Parties • Banquets
Galloping Hill Road and Chestnut Street
Union, New Jersey ❧ 908-686-2383

3/7/09 6:56:58 PM

WOULD LIKE TO THANK

Lunch: Tuesday through Friday / Dinner: Tuesday through Saturday
Sunday: Brunch and Family Style Supper
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR BANQUETS AND OFF PREMISE CATERING
572 Boulevard Kenilworth, New Jersey 07033
phone...908-709-1200 ID[«-709-1220

www.boulevardfive72.com
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Caring is a Life-long Commitment.
CareOne. Senior Care Services at its finest.

CareOne at Madison Avenue • 151 Madison Avenue, Morristown, NJ 07960 . 973.656.2700
CareOne at Morris • 100 Mazdabrook Road, Parsippany-Troy Hills, NJ 07054 . 973.952.5300
CareOne at Morris Assisted Living • 200 Mazdabrook Road, Parsippany-Troy Hills, NJ 07054 . 973.463.5800
CareOne at The Highlands • 1350 Inman Avenue, Edison, NJ 08820 . 908.754.7100
CareOne at Livingston •68 Passaic Avenue, Livingston, NJ 07039 . 973.758.9000
CareOne at Livingston Assisted Living • 76 Passaic Avenue, Livingston, NJ 07039 . 973.758.4100

www.care-one.com
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Contributors
SUE BARR (Bliss in the ’Burbs) is one of the top lifestyle photographers on the East Coast. She shoots in New York, New Jersey and
beyond, and her work has appeared in top magazines and major ad
campaigns. Sue’s specialty is working with natural light. So (naturally)
for the Bliss in the ’Burbs shoot she had to work in the middle of a
snowstorm! Despite the lack of light, the results speak for themselves.
While Sue was pulling together her team for the EDGE project, she
was honored as Lifestyle Photographer of the Year by the Advertising
Photographers of America.

THE GIFT OF GAB:
ONE LUMP OR TWO?
Karol • Dress by JILL STUART •
Necklaces by PONO • Grapevine
Earrings with Amethyst and Pearls
by STEPHEN DWECK/BERGDORF
GOODMAN • Stone Linear Cuff
Bracelet in Gold with Amethyst
Stones by KARA/KARA ROSS.

Sophie • Dress by MALENDRIO/CATHERINE MALANDRINO BOUTIQUE •
Bronze Earrings with Pearl
Dangle and Engraved Cuff
Bracelet by STEPHEN
DWECK/BERGDORF
GOODMAN • Ring by
KARA/KARA ROSS •
Handblown Geometric Vase/
SPACE INTERIORS.
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That may well be the secret star quality of all big-screen
idols—they always manage to look so cool, literally and ﬁguratively. You’ll never see George Clooney sweat, Kate Hudson’s t-zone get shiny, or Julia Roberts’s curls frizz. There’s
no doubt that having skin, hair, and makeup experts on call

for minute-by-minute touch-ups is essential for movie icons
to stay camera-ready at all times. I myself, however, while
shooting some scenes for my television show, have had to
rely on my own quick ﬁxes and ever-ready products to work
their magic.
After some arm-twisting, the EDGE editors have convinced
me to divulge a few of my closely guarded secrets. The
truth is, there are tons of ways to keep yourself in camera-ready condition (even when off-ﬁlm). The ones I have
chosen to share with you will easily get you through any
heatwave looking as ﬂawless as Catherine Zeta Jones on
her best day.
Light hydration is key. Shy away from heavy moisturizers
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During his past life as a top orthopedic surgeon, MIKE COHEN (Rack
’Em Up) became something more than a mere oenophile. The thirst
for knowledge that kept him on the cutting edge (pun intended) as
a doctor enabled him to locate impossible-to-ﬁnd wines for his own
collection and—over the years—for his friends and colleagues. When
Mike began itching for a career change, it was a no-brainer. He now
owns The Wine Concierge, one of the most popular stores in the
state. Mike has decanted his vintage expertise to a number of publications over the years. Rumor has it that his ﬁrst novel is forthcoming.
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by Mike Cohen

A

solid foundation relies on its cornerstones. Webster deﬁnes cornerstone as a physical stone,
often ceremonial in nature. According to Wikipedia (which, as we know, is infallible) a cornerstone can also be “a concept which provides the basic tools for understanding or manipulating
a larger intellectual ediﬁce.” The ediﬁce here is your wine cellar, and its cornerstones are the
basic elements that provide a ﬁrm foundation upon which to build—or extend—a great collection.
Making corenrstone selections for your wine cellar can present a formidable challenge, since
the choices are many and the costs can be considerable. But fear not, brave oenophile. Get
squared away on these four building blocks and the heavy lifting can begin:
A well-rounded white that does not need to age, but stands ready to deliver outstanding
taste right now and for the entire year ’round.
An age-worthy red that does need some years to soften its tannins and ﬁrm the
structure indigenous to the grape and the region.
A delightful boutique wine, whether red or white, which is a special personal discovery
and will enhance your status among your cellar’s guests.
A prestigious trophy wine, one that commands respect both for itself and for you, and which endows you with extensive bragging rights among your peers. Feel free to bask away in such a venerable wine’s reﬂected glory.
While these cornerstones are only guidelines, they certainly give you lots of room to indulge in personal preferences while expanding your collection. Your cellar is limited only by your own investment
of time and money…and, of course, by the size of the cellar itself.

White Wines for Now
The choices here are huge and include grape varietals such
as chardonnay, sauvignon blanc, and chenin blanc. Focusing on reliable regions such as Napa, Burgundy, Stellenbosch, and Vouvray can help to optimize your search.
I personally ﬁnd the white Burgundies the most versatile
and satisfying in this cornerstone category. These wines
are a chardonnay grape, which particularly in the subzone
of the Côte de Beaune, have made wine connoisseurs sit
up and take notice. The soil and the climate—predominate-
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While researching her story (Perchance to Dream) for this issue,
LISA MILBRAND tested some of the tips she received and actually
quelled her own insomnia. This devotion to duty has made Lisa a goto girl for magazines like Parents, Arthritis Today and Modern Bride,
which regularly feature her stories on health and relationships. She
also writes about life as a working mom of two on her blog,
themamahood.com.
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Perchance
to Dream
by Lisa Milbrand
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ly clay and benignly temperate—work together to bring a
steeliness to the wine without compromising its unctuousness or creaminess. One particular producer in the Côte
de Beaune region, Sylvan Bzikot, produces some of the
most amazing white Burgundies at several different sites.
Bzikot’s wines can range some in price. Since this is a
wine to be enjoyed right now, I would deﬁnitely choose his
Bourgogne Blanc, a stunning stainless steel viniﬁed juice
punctuated by stone fruit and lively acidity.

EDGE_Wine_v3.indd 22
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LINDA STEWART (Peace & Quiet) is a syndicated travel writer whose
work appears in newspapers and magazine all over the country.
Linda’s eye for detail and nose for a story has brought her to some
of the planet’s most remote locales. In 2008, working decades-worth
of connections in Africa, she landed an interview that had eluded half
the magazines on your coffee table: Mama Obama. Linda trekked
across the equator to ﬁnd Sarah Obama in a remote Kenyan village.
Linda was granted the sit-down with the president-to-be’s foster
grandmother because she was a grandmother herself. Why did Mama
receive me like that? Linda asked her translator afterwards. I was a
total stranger to her. “No, you are not a stranger,” he replied. “She is a
Mama. You are a Mama too. That’s all.”
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A Special Health & Wellness Section from
Trinitas Regional Medical Center
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DAN BRICKLEY (Camera Ready) hosted his own series, A Makeover
Story, for three seasons on TLC. That experience helped him develop
expertise and contacts in the beauty and fashion industries, which he
now puts to work on paper and on screen. He has written columns
for W Magazine, Women’s Wear Daily, US Weekly and MAR. Dan’s
recent work has brought him into contact with some of the brightest
stars in Hollywood, with on-camera interviews of James Franco, Josh
Brolin and Sean Penn. Dan began his career in the camera’s eye as
a Boss model. He was discovered by Rosie O’Donnell while waiting
in line for a movie. Rosie christened Dan the “Most Beautiful Man” on
her talk show, and the rest is history!
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he allure and glamour of Hollywood is something
that will always deﬁne and inspire stylish culture.
When summer weather turns hot and heavy (and it
certainly does here in New Jersey), droves of people ﬂock to darkened cinemas more than any other time of
the year. After a long, dehydrating day at the shore, there’s
nothing better than settling into a big, comfy seat in a vaulted, air-cooled theater to watch your favorite ﬂawlessly puttogether movie star perform in front of the camera.
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by Linda McK. Stewart

“I

love tranquil solitude...” Shelley, the ill-starred poet, he of the golden
pen, knew the true value of solitude. And so do we. All around, we see
the vaunted worth of the priceless melt away. The most highly prized
dwindles, fades into the commonplace. But solitude eludes the calipers of ordinary measure. Not easily found today. How much more difﬁcult
tomorrow? Solitude. Such a luxury. No, the new luxury. It’s the exclusive
reserve of the wealthy...or the ingenious. Presented in these pages, still
spared the encroachment of progress, crowds and all manner of acclaim, is
a choice selection of refuges where Solitude is valued above all else.
Photo courtesy of Musha Cay
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David Copperﬁeld, who just happens to be the owner of
Musha Cay in the Bahamas, modestly calls his island,
“the most beautiful place on the globe.” Not for anyone
who wants to rough it. Rather a refuge for anyone who
unashamedly wants to be spoiled. The island is staffed
by gentle folk whose pleasure it is to see that you are
content, content, content...morning to night. To be left
in peace. Swim in the free-form beachside pool or ﬂoat
the day away in the calm of the Caribbean. Take a turn
at wind-surﬁng, a spell of snorkeling, tennis on a ﬂood-lit
court. Picnic on a different beach every day. While you’re
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in residence, you’re the supreme command. You can rule
your kingdom in solitary splendor or share it with up to
a dozen forever-grateful friends. Your modest housing is
Highview, a manor house of 10,000 square feet, rimmed
by mahogany decks with views of the far rim of the world.
Travel to and from Musha Cay is via the island’s Twin Otter aircraft, transport deemed more than satisfactory by
the likes of Robin Williams, Oprah Winfrey, Tim McGraw
and....oh why go on and on. Isn’t it enough to promise
that on Musha Cay you will be….well, let’s just say: Content.
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Trinitas and
Boulevard Five72

bring
Ireland to
Kenilworth
Kathy Ireland,
that is!
Real Solutions
for Busy Moms:
Your guide to
Success and Sanity
April 7th, 2009 at

B O U L E VA R D F I V E 7 2
572 Boulevard
Kenilworth, NJ
Free Dinner and Presentation
beginning at 5:00 PM
RSVP required
908-994–5836
Supermodel Kathy Ireland is the
CEO and Chief Designer of Kathy
Ireland Worldwide, a design and
marketing firm she founded in
1993. Trinitas Regional Medical
Center invites you to join Kathy
as she explores solutions to the
parenting and family dilemmas we
all face.
Photo Credit: Jonathan Exley
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